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• The motion of a shallow sea under influence of 




This report is a contribution to the theory of the windeffect in 
• 
... (,. * 
the North Sea. We represent the North Sea by a rectangular basin of 
constant depth which borders to an ocean. The mathematical treatment is 
based upon the equations of motion for the total stream as given by 
viz. 
• 
i\w - O.w X - y 





-~o which we may add the equation of continuity 
oX 
i> w d c:, 
+ y + 
t,y at o. 
1.1 
1.2 
At the boundary between the sea and the ocean, the depth of which 
is very large we assume the condition 
0 J 
whereas at the coast we have the condition that the component of the 
stream normal to the coast vanishes. 
It has been found useful to consider not only the rectangular 
mocJ e 1 but also simpler models such as an infinite strip or even a ha lf1 -
plane. These simpler models allow a mathematical treatment which is 
relatively sJ .. mple and they may show phenomena of interest which also 
• 
occu~ in the more complex model of the North Sea. 
This report consists essentially of three parts. 
In the first part it is shown that the Laplace transform of 
satisfies a non-homogeneous Helmholtz equation with skew boundary con~-
ditions. Various applications of Green's theorem are discussed. The 
,,-• •- _., ..,_. - - rv, ••• .- - -- - - - ...-, 
~ Research carried out under direction of Prof.Dr D. van Dantzig. 
2 Schalkwijk, A contribution to the study of storm surges on the Dutch 
C08 St, 1947. 
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corresponding function of Green for a rectangle cannot be obtained by 
the usual analytic metl""lods l:)ut if we solve a somewh.at simpler problem 
of Green the solution of 1.~, 1.2, 1.3 can be reduced to a twod ens-
ional nonsingular integral equation. This simpler problem of G~een 
which corresponds to a stationary differentia 1 equa t1on with non ... 
stationary boundary conditions has been solved in the second part. In 
the case of a halfplane and a strir the exact problem of Green can be 
solved and the solution is discussed at length also in the first part. 
In the third part the windeffect of a non-stationary but homo-
geneous wind upon a rotating halfplane sea is considered. Several 
numerical cases are studies in detail. The numerical constants corres-
pond to those of the North Sea. 
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2. The fundamental equations. 
We consider a sea, the boundary of which consists of a coast c 4 
and an ocean c 2 . The arc coordinate of the boundary is indicated by s 
so that for increasing values of s the sea is on the left-hand side. 
The angle between the tangent and the x-axis is represented by~ which 
• 
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• • 
Cos , -l . ""' 
Application of the Laplace transform 
oO -pt 
p def ..... e f t d t 
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Substitution into 2.4 gives a partial differential equation for only 
where 
The b 
+ A + B 
aln A ... ~ x h J I ..... _n __ dln h p+A c:>y 
B 
F 
.. o. ~ln h 
"ay p+i\. 'i>x 
p - p + " -------










da~y conditions become with respect to~ 





X • 2.10 
, 2.11 
2.12 
In formula 2.11 Wn and W8 represent the normal and the tangential 








In this report we consider only the case of a sea with a constant 
depth. The differential equation 2.8 of becomes simpler since A=B=O 
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cond1 tiona remain the same 'ii 
For the reotangula r model of the North Sea we consider the recta~~g ◄ .. , 
le l x \ <. a O .( Y' < b where the side y,.,:b represents the oc,ean bounder}". 
The Dutch coast corresponds to the x-axis so that the origin might be 
considered as ~epreaenting Den Helder. The leak of the Channe~ and of 
the Kattegat which is less important are neglected in this model. 
The corresponding bo1.1ndary cc::,1ditions with respect to C.. are 





y ;,r 0 
-
y b 
3. Green's theorem. 
1 
-·- gfi ,: 
~ ~-" 0 
p+ I\' 'N 
X +nw y 
p+ A · W - rt VI 




Consider a closed and simply connected region R with boundary C 
fl x,y,p with the following proper-
ties 
a ~ has a logarithmic singularity at of the following kind 
1 GO" - )t I ln r + O 1 , 
where 
def r .... y 2 
and has everywhere else in R continuous first and second derivatives. 
b ~ has continuous first and second derivatives in R. 
Green's theorem states that 
x,y - H x,y dx dy -
- - 11 
We talce H satisfying 2.13, 2.11 
the ocean c2 . Then the first 
side of 3.2 becomes 
pa rt 01~ 
C 
"o~ 
G n ds 
- di:. G - ds on 
'c)~ 
G - ds ·+--n 















The second term can be integrated by parts 
,, ... 
~G ~ ds, - oS 
c1 
' 
as the integrated part vanishes because of 2.12 and of the continuity 











o G s .,t, , p 
c>n 
ds + 
.{)_ i>G s,t,--,.,p 
- p+i\ . t) s 
F x,y,p dx dy -· 
for any known function G and any given windfield. 
dx dy -
ds + A 




1. If we solve Green's problem i.e. if a solution can be obtained fr~ 
the differential equation 
6G = 3 .6 





0 along c 2 , 
from 3.4 an explicit solution for ~ is obtained viz~ 
R 3.8 
are denoted by P, 
can be written ae 
f, G X , y J .. ·. ,..,., , t 
follows 
'11 t . ,·,, 
, t , . """ dx dy 
R -cO 
- ds G s,. ,1,t-8 J~ a, 
-M 
,. 

















X ·- ;,· y"' . 3.10 
3.11 
However the direct solution of the Green problem. becomes very 
complicated and only for seas of a very special form, apart from the 
trivial case of the whole plane we ment1011 a halfplane, a strip and a 
quadrant, a solution could be obtained. 
' 2. We restrict ourselves to the discussion of the rectangular case which 
is most interesting to us. 
a. As indicated in a report b~1 B1"'aakman Febr.1954 · we can easily 
obtain a solution of the differential equation 2.13 having the right 
singularity ·at and which satisfies the boundary condition at the 
ocean frontier without bothering about the boundary condition at the 
coast. Then 3.4 gives us a singular integral equation for ~ along the 
coastline. which can be solved by the method of H. Poincare and devel-
• 
This equation is of the following form 




b. It is possible to obtain a solution of 2.13 which satisfies not 
only the boundary condition at the ocean frontier but also the boundary 
- ...,, -- .......... - - ,..... --- ..... --- .,. 
1 ·· N. Muskhelishvlli., Singular integral equa tiona. Noordhoff 1954. 
condj.tior1 at 
equa tiorl for ~ (·;cast only. 
-~ ,i,a.· a·. n·  ""' . ,;"'\. " . "' ' a 1 tt: rr1a t :l v,:=~ t () t~t1 <~ ,-) r~(.~ c~ (:::1.1 :L 11€!~ method we can al a o obta 1 n r, 
2 ,,,, 3" ' W·· •··t'\ i !"11 1"'''\ ('.".ft ,a·' +· ,,, r::, {."'I .{ ~:~ Q ,,. }·1 (~) 1 ) f"""U' r·, r:'l a·· r"'l y· /"I O· Y"ij a· 1 t 1 •on s a t, the 'we s t ·-.. 1 . J. .. J.. I,...; l l l,.) ,,, t,,, ... ,,.,:; J .L '\;,, U v • • . I .J ., ,.,J . "-·· . A, l . 
and East coast. In this integral equation for 
are displaced towards 
the solution of the singular intc)gra:l equation. 
3. If we 





x,y ( I\ ,w 
• 
For IT e.g .. a harmonic function can be taken i.e. ,_,, 
A -,:;' .. , . Q L.l li -·~~ \ ,• , 
w in but evidently this fl3 S 
~he int~gra·1 eq·u~+~or u . , t . ;; . . .· t.l v .J.. '-.. l. l 
t. ~ 00 
not deviate strongly from the. 
method has the advantage 
analytic functions. 
We conclude this 
r ' ·1 ·1'·' r·· C'• ·1 , , ,.., r ~; t"" n .f" 1·· mp O ""' t· a V'; ··"'\ e U' p On t n' e. . ,1 ( . . , J J .. .. , -1. t,.. a ! t ., \,:,' ,.# ..i.. . . . · . · · " . · 1 J l, . · . type 
l. ·n tr"\ ,0 , "'-' -~.A !. 
fo1~ k 0 
explicit representation of 
C'! f""'l 1 ' ' ' ' 
'l ti ... ),.,, .. u . on. 
1., C rea.,. .f .. h· e- a·. fnr 0 '~ ' ~✓ 
sought which does 
Furthermot"le tl1is 
m-~e of t·he proper+·ie~ nf c:1 ~~A ·:; . · . .. -. V .,:_.~ ,4 
an 01 ... 1tline of the programme 
t b f 1 - d ~ t} -, ] l' . ' i o , e · o 1 o we ·. ..1. r1 ·.' .·1 E:~ 1 o . ow J. r·.1 i:; rj t.: c: t __ C) r~1 s • 
In order to gain some insigh~ irlto the nature of the solution of 
the re l; t a n gu 1 ,3 r~ ca s e 1 t. vi j_ :1_ :L 1:: (::: f' o u 1 : ·::] 1~l s E:: f u 1 t () c on s id e r f 1 rs t th e 
cases mentioned under method 1 whilst passing from the simplest cases, 
1
·
1 1 an"' ~ n d t1a 1 f·· p la" n e t-, 0 mo 1'"he:;i, l\ t4)!'n r·, ·1 e:"li x· ·:"'\ t"} C "''), s t-" C: u ~ I . _ ,. . ·, J ,.,.. • 1. , , ,.1-. ,. !.,,;(:J 1,..)l,:. ., 
Ha v 1 ng o bta 1.r1ed the La IJla ce t r(=:i 11s 1-- arm of a sol ut itJ1·1 l.'ie a r~e le f't;. 
V'li th the ba c ~t: t ra nsf orma ti 1:>r1., In tr1 ,2; gE~r1t"~ ra ~l cA se of a finite sea th (.c1 
-~ 
JI I -
{"Joles of the LapJ.ace transf"orm t t1f~ C-. x,:;,t) correspond to the 
~--
periods of the proper oscillations of the sea. If' ~ is developed 
according to its poles the expansion of~ in eigenfunctions is obtain-
ed. If c, is developed into a serj~es fo.r sma 11 p an expansion of c;,, is 
obtained which is useful for large time values. 
. . ' . 
Using a method, originally applied by Taylor t·a the case of the Irish 
that the periods of the proper oscillations can be determined from an 
infinite determinant. Any knowledge about the periods of the proper 
oscillations is extremely useful since it allows a considerable improve-
ment of the usefulness of the expansions of~ . 
4. Plane. 
The following problem will be considered 
.. 
To determine a function w x,y, ,~ which satisfies 
+ w , .4.1 
• 
• o,121• S 11; .. a11• ·•rqtl 
w - ln r r ,'] , 4.2 
w · ~ 0 for • 4.3 
The Helmholtz equation 4.1 has the elementary solution 
. ., 
e with 
and if f x, y is a solution also f x+a, y+b is a solution. 
From the superposition principle it is clear that 
W= 1 2 
also satisfies 4.1. 
V 




-t e dt t 
dv 
'-"' - lnz for z -~ 0 , 
4.4 
• 
it follows that, if for v ·· ~ + ~ _v > 1, the integral 4.4 behaveA 
as -1 ln x+yi -· 1 ln x-yi 
The solution defined by 4.4 is valid only in the halfplane 
X COS 0 - y sin > 0 , 
but by varying the solution can be continued through the whole pla11e, 
In the case v =1 4.4 has only the singularity at the o~igin 
and the solution thus obtained clearly satisfies the condition 4.2 in 
the origin and the condition 4.3. Thus we have found the following 
solution of 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3 · 
w l 2 exp 
• 
-oo+r~ 
1 ···Fror:Dr-15: van Dantzig and G.W. Veltkamp, 
a rotatirlg rectangular sea. Report T.W.32 
dv, 









- x-llchv - (Y-'} ishv dv. 
If in 4. 5 the following at1bsti tut ion is t·)erformed 
V 
e -- t ·-·~ 
we obtain 
00 
w ... ,, ½ exp -
2 t r dt ~ + '2"t'. -- • 
0 
From the theory of the Bessel f'unc!tiona it follows that 






where K0 · r is a Bessel function o.f the thi[td kind which vanishes for 
r ➔ oo ... 
The Green function· of the Helmholtz equation for the full plane 




2 2 2 p p+A +..O.. k "'·" -- • 
p+ i\ 
- 5. Ha ~ .. rE~ .. a ~e .• 












at inf'inity , 






. , 5.2 
5.3 
5.4 
The left-hand side of 5.4 represents differentiation along a line~ of 
direction w 
d 
end the condition 5.4 is often called a skew boundary condition. 
• 
We sh,all try tc) de.,cer1n1in("?• tr1,2: st)]_\"ltio1·1 of thi,s pr(:,blem at:1 tt1e sum 
of two funct·i0r'~ ~'1E~ r1~qt· ~1~ ·A•b1,~ 11 },a 0 t·'tlP ~p·p"OP"ia·t·e· ~e.hav·1·o·u· r 0 t· 
· · · · · .J J - ·v i " -• . l, .,,,., ,1 ,.¢J 4.. tif , .I . ., ""'· t 4 ! I, (. k., t "-" ,::,.1,1 . . · ~ · · it. . a . · ~, • C . . · .· , Q · 
y > 0 and 1 ti fi - -' ,- ,. ,· .#';-SC. ,'fr. • 'j a SO f-.'t a . · s · ~."l ~ ,_\ ·"', 
- '- . . 4 ,;,_, ~., .,,,/ • ,.,; • 
v-1he re 




, .. ,_ .,, <!!,~ .. 
,........,... ~-'"'\ 




The latter function, which is singular at the reflected point 
contains at1 arbitra·ry ftlnctior1 v which will be determined 
•""\ 
Ci 
Thus we have 
W= K r 
0 
boundary condition 5.4. 
into 5.4 leads easily to 
cl1v sinw -i sl1\'" C<)Sw st1 · v~+1 w 
C hv S i.ri 'w' '+"I .. sl1*,J"' C o··s' i;j". = - S ·. . V-1 w 
sh v+i w 
81V-1.f.v exp 
• 
which is valid for y ~ O. 
dv, 




The solution 5.b can be continued into the lower half'plane across 
the boundary y = O. It is sufficient to consider only the continuation 
of the integral 
def 1 
-2 
sh v+J. tv 
exp - I" sin 0 +vi dv, 
-0-:) 
where y+ 1 .... r sine ,x- l == r cos f) , and O ( 0 l 1r • 
Of course this has not11· ng to~do 
. u-I oc.I 
with the analytic continuation 
of complex fur1ctio11s since., 2 ➔- .,, ... ,. .... ,15 ~ I Jx dyt:. 
o. However in a similar 
way as there we may obtain a continuation of 5.7 for -1t£0L-O. 
If we take the horizontal path of integration 
Im ,, 
- r;J,... 
5.7 is val~id in tt1e interval -o1...~(/(...?r"-ot. 
However, this is only possible if no sh v+i w pol.e of - . .-- ...... -~-s .·v--. w :is passed 
~,hen the path of intE!gratior1 is moved from Int v = 0 towards Im v = -
-12-
This function has a series of poles 
V wi + n ,r 1 5.8 
so that there is a free region of width J[ in which the path of inte-
gration can be moved without passing poles. This means that the remain-
ing hal.fplane y~O i.e. -1rt... Gt...oo can be covered completey with the 
exception only of one critical halfline. It is obvious that the 
r_unction. I r,0 obtained in this way is regular in the slit plane 
I r,B is discontinuous and 
makes a ~jump. The magnitude of the jump is determined by the correspon-
ding pole viz. 
2 rr- sin 2 w . 5.9 



















• • • • • • • • • • • • • 
' 
• • • . • ' • • • • • • • • • • • • ' 
• 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
, 
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-,..., • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
' ' 
• • ' • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ' • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • , • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ,• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ' • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • . 
- - - - - - - -·- - - - - - - - - -
-• - - - -
t.w - 1i") • l. 
• 
If in 5.7 new variables are introduced by means of 
X x- L p x sin w - y cos t.v 
• 
y 
we may write 
y+ ~ " q ---~ x sin w + y cos w 
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• J---,---~...._....,,....----·-=----- ------ ... ' ~ 1 
i.e. differentiation symmetrical to 
0 
·xsinl.$ --ycosw 
0., is to be interpreted as a differentiation with 
q x cosw + y sinw being c~onsta11t. 
5.11 
with 
The integral over K0 can be ir1terpreted as an assembly of contri-
;\ 
halfline of discontinuities p = x sinw - y cosw = O. 
The ~ for constant q can be interpreted by say-
ing that the logarithmic sing·ularities are converted into dipoles the 
vector of each of which is symmetrical to the direction -.f!. of different-
iation. 
Of course any dipole may be decomposed into two components, one 
along the tail and one normal to ito Then the dipoles in the direction 
normal to the tail get the density sj_n2w 6 The components along the 
• 
tail destroy each other except at the end of the tail J-1 where a 
single pole of strength cos2w resultso 
It is of interest to study the behaviour of the solution 5.6 near 
the dipole line somewhat more in detailo 
If we want to know what happens at a line of dipol~s we may start 




-- . - "2. . ,,, -2 1 
X·- l + y al , 5.12 
which has a uniform distribution of simple poles on the positive part 
of the,x-axis. 




- )x- ~l chs - yi shs 
ds, 
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.. -P X L.. 0 
chs l ..L. 
0 -xchs 






























- \XI c:h.s - yishs 
e 
a a c hs ,, ..... ·· ds 
00 
- \xl chs-yishs 
dp 1 X e ds - 4 , 2 chs \X\ 
-c-0 
~ lxl chs-yisl--is 
X e 5. '13 ds ,. LO • cn·s· I I - I P I t ' ' • \X\ 
Obviously w is only singular at y=O x > O. The singular behaviour is 
0 
determined by the first term in ·the right-hand side of 5.13 which 
becomes for x > O 
- t y' 
whereas all odd derivatives with respect toy are discontinuous and 
make jumps of magnitude 2#1,"". 
From 5.12 the solutio11 with a uniform distribution of dipoles can 
be derived by differentiation. 
If the dipoles on the positive <, x-axis a re orientated alorg the x-axis 
the solution is owo 
- uX or f·rom 5.12 
- 'dx - K 0 ,J 
so that the horizontal dipoles reduce to a single pole at the originQ 
If the dipoles are orientated normal to the x-axis we have the 
'b WO 
solution - -- ., th1,..1s for x > O 
aY 
uw 
. 0 - } y1 
- -;jy' 
,, 




- \x\ chs - yishs 
ds., 5 .15 
so that in this case the functior1 and all even derivations with respect 
to y a re discontinuous with jumps 2 7r whereas a 11 odd deriva ti 'tJes wj_ th 
respect to y a re contin·Llous .. 
I f th e d i 1) o 1 e s a re o r i e 11 ta t E:; d j_ n 
-;)WO ?,WO 
an arbitrary direction e the solutior 
pole of strength -cos 0 at the 
origin and discontinuities at Y-0 x>O determined by -ly\ e . 
6. ~~ strip. 
To determine a functj_on w which satisfies 
-a L... x ~ a 
X ·- + .. a-... ... ..... .. dW 
oX 
2 ~ '!I , Cl tt~ 





- , n· 1c~, 
.).. ' ! 
We try to find the solution in the 
It is known that. 
• 
l exp - \x-" \ 1""hv-( ,,_,_ · 1" qhv • e... v.,,,* jf .... ~i.-. F 
._ 11.,., 
-oo 








1 Si~ ( .,, + w i 11 \ V .• 
sh v- w i 
• 
+ 
- · a ·r- C'J • (: hv ·· = 0 , 
-
' 
- sh·v·t·t.Ji t?Xt) · - a - t. chv = 0., 
f'rom which 
,_,, t1 V \..,,,,,. { . 
cl1v 
"'I "') 1') 2 l., C.l 
• 
- 2 ."a· - E {"' h \.r 
- ,...., '!,n.,. 
• 

























,?,,.., '=J t":, C 1V '- {. 




" In view of the expar1s1on 
1 
. ac v · 
,,,,~ l. 
t I I 4, 
0 
- f 4r1+2 · a (;hv e \ 
' \1 
' - lvl 
V +· w ]. 
• 
,:l chv 
e"' , 6.4 
i>, 
' 
"/- w 1. 
V + w •• ,,,.,. 
-f.(.! h,1 
"' 
, .. ,, 
._. . 
' 
- 2a+x- £.._ cr1v 
+ t: 
- 'x+ t. sl1v I e-\y?-1? {:; \ 
+· 
j i-. t""' V 
... ~::11.J dv 
• • 
the expression 6.5 can be interpreted as the sum of contributions from 
• 
the singularities obtainE:d i'rom ~, b:\1 repeated reflection with 
' 
respect to the boundaries x = + ao 
We get simple poles at the points -~ 4na, i and dipole tails 
radiating from the points 2a-~ + 4na,~ as indicated below . 
• 
• • ' 
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Next we consider a similar problem in which a coast condition ar1d 
an ocean condition are combined. 








2 + dX 
cos w 
in 
'". = 2 
vy 
lw 
w -- 0 
• 
w J 
sinw .,_ 0 :, 
We write the solution in the following f~orm 
.. 2 1 n••••·r:,.,,,,, ?=)f 
w 
00 







so that the condition 6a8 already has been satisfied. 
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Tl1e boundary condition 6.7 ® gl ~l(ll"1 . \I " ~:i 
. 
-chv" sinw+ ist·1v 
so tr1a t 
V 1 
v- wi 1 + sh s - ext) V + W ...... 
' 
+ 2 · .. 
Ill 
2a cr1v · 
cos w S ,_., ta ch•v' · -ri,1 ,.., ... · -
+ 
o, 
The series expansion of 6.10 resolves 6.9 into a sum of contributions 
f~rom singularities ol:1tained r)y rej.JE~atecJ ref'lex:lot·1s, slce\q anfj norma.l, 
from l,~. Again the singularities can be considered as poles and 
lines of dipoles but in this case the density is no longer constant 
along each line. 
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According to the third method of ··• 3 the following problem will 




a function w x,,Y, ~, which satisfies the equation 




whj_ch has a logarithmic singular~ity i.n of the following kind 
w v, - lnr x- £~ 
and whic·h satisfies the 1Jo11nd.:1ry r~!C)nr:lit:1.ons 
at C 1 
dW 
on C; OS W -- 0 , 7.2 
wr1ere w is determined t)~r cotg w = f\ • ThE: ar1E~J.e w is not necesaari~l-J' p+, 
rea.l sin,Je p may take com1.1lex "vaJ.ues. I_f", howc:VE::t ... , we re-:strict ourseJ.ves 
to the positive real axis of the complex p-plane w can be considered as 
a re·al angle in the intc:::rv.::11 O, ·,,;2 .. ]3y rr1ea11s of analyti(~ continuatj.011 
the value of G can be determined for complex P~ 
The function = can be considered as the real part=of an 
If we put 
w Re L z 
the conditions 7.2 and 7.3 can 
Re 
Re L at c2 
where~ is defined as 









By means of the princ~iplE' of· conf)orn·1al rnapping this prol:,lem car·3 t:1e 
reduced to the much simpler problem of finding a solution for the half-
pJ.ane y > 0 
tivE~ pa rt 
~ -
of the real axis. 
Thus we consider the problem of finding an analytic function L0 z 
su.ch that for 
y 0 X ). 0 Re = 0 , 
y -~ 0 X ( 0 
which has a logarithmic singularity at z -- ~-
y ,_,,,A 0 X >0 Re e 
Y .. · -- o. 1110,_ Re 
iW 
I. t ,J 
0 
L l . 
0 
- 0 ,. , 
~... 0. o,_ , 
ry r-72 ( . { . 
7.81 
7.82 













satisfiE.s the conditions 7.8. F10 r z ,,. ~ 
z is real on the real axis 
Wf; ffillSt have 
so that we may take 
Finally L0 becomes 
co 
L 0 ' ... ""' 
z 




From 7.9 the solution for tl1e 
A• S-½ 
01~ conforma 1 represer)ta ti()n. J...1c~t M z 1:)e ·t1·1e 
maps the rectangle upon the t11Jper halfplnne 
,_ I 
tt1e function L z 
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can be obtained by means 
mapping function which 
tr1er1 ~IE! have 
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The function H z A 
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can be expa11cied 1 in a powt?r series of' ·o;,;· ~ 
··- z 
~.w',mll-lU I., <!Ji-; rr """" 
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1Vf. i X +-Y ..... ,, - . w 
» l -, ... 
irlf:ierstrass function 
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It ·been 8 ~1a· ·. "~ . ' before 
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If x,y,p is known for sufficiently many values of p,which i11 
itself involves a considerable amo11nt of labour, the backward trans-
formation from p to tim~ t sl1ot1J_d be perf'ormed. This process offers 
less difficulties since it is a stay·1dard procedure in the practical 
application of the Laplace transform where a number of approximate 
methods are knownc 
Thus, in principle, the problem stated at the beginning of this 
report, has been solved . 
• 
• 
• 
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